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Kommbox is the communication system created specifically for organizations.

This manifesto outlines the 12 guiding principles of Kommbox, which form the core of 
Kommbox philosophy. As Kommbox keeps getting enhanced and embraces new features, these 
principles are used as the directives. A understanding of this manifesto helps companies 
understand better how Kommbox thinking applies to their individual scenarios, and build an 
expectation on what kind of features will / will not appear in Kommbox.
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1.1. Catering to Organizations' NeedsCatering to Organizations' Needs
The prominent communication system today is email. At the high volume of email transacted today, email is 
known to be a big distraction and the biggest productivity killer in the workplace. It's worth noting that the 
email model was never designed for the workplace. It got adopted by default.

Organizations have some unique needs. In an organization, people work in teams for a common purpose, and
so it makes sense to have a common or shared place to keep the communication corresponding to that 
purpose. A kommbox (common box) is this common place. The communication within a kommbox belongs 
to the organization and not to any specific individual.

Another speciality of organizations is that work changes hands. People leave the organization or they get 
promoted/ transfered, so that someone else has to continue with the work they did. Teams expand and teams 
shrink. Having the communication stored in a common place is a boon in these situations. The organization 
just cuts the access of the outgoing employee and assigns the new joinee to the kommbox. The 
communication stays 100% within the kommbox, the entirity of it available to the new joinee.

2.2. Supporting Business ContinuitySupporting Business Continuity
The show must go on... even in the face of people churn. We saw above how it is achieved in a 
straightforward fashion in the Kommbox model. However, Business continuity remains a key consideration 
even beyond that – so much so that it influences the decisions to add features.

Take the example of “private messaging” feature as an example. It is a fairly straightforward feature wherein 
one user of the system can send a private message to another user of the system. However, we kept it out of 
Kommbox because it would work against the business continuity concern. Someone who is coming in place 
of another person would not be able to function effectively in absence of the access of some private 
messages the predecessor had. Now, in release 2.1 we are adding “secret comment” feature which is similar; 
but the access will be restricted by role and not by person, so that the new person will have access to the 
“secret comment” added before they came on board as long as they have the right role.

Once a feature is added, it will get used and misused. Therefore, we shall never add anything to Kommbox 
that geopardizes the business continuity concern.

3.3. Ease of Finding Past CommunicationEase of Finding Past Communication
Business continuity would still not work if the communication were not easy to find for the new person. In 
fact, the email experience teaches us that even for the same person who has been managing an inbox, a 
specific communication is not easy to find at times. It gets lost among myriads of other email.

A good organization of communication is the only right way to find communication when needed. Many 
employees spend a lot of time of the day in organizing their mailboxes.

Let's quickly check two usual solutions to this problem and why they do not work:
1. “Let everything get dumped in your inbox. After all, you can always search it.”

A text search does not give you all the relevant communication in most cases. The text may appear in
some messages, but some other messages where that string does not appear (and hence are not found
in the text search) may be relevant. Some times, they may be more relevant and they will get missed 
out in the text search.
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2. “You can always see email threads”

For lack of any other contextual information, email clients show message threads based on the email 
subject line. Many times, messages with different subject lines may be relevant to a topic. Moreover,
some times, employees change the subject lines deliberately. Because of these two reasons, the 
threading mechanism does not work as efficiently as one wants.

As said before, a good organization of communication is the only way you will find commuications when 
needed in future. In the Kommbox model, this is achieved effortlessly. Remember that a kommbox is a 
shared place. When someone adds a message as a reply to another message, it just stays there along with the 
other message. Other people in the kommbox (the recipients of this message) do not need to do anything. 
Thus, if a message was to reach 5 recipients, then the time of all these 5 people which would have otherwise 
gone into processing this message to the relevant folder is saved. (It's true that they may be receiving email 
notifications; but those can be deleted safely as the communication is safe in the kommbox anyways.)

Kommbox of course gives a text search feature. The difference is that, when you click to see a message, you 
will see that message in the context of other messages before and after it on the same topic, so that the whole 
story is in front of you.

4.4. Rich Task ManagementRich Task Management
In organizations, people come to work. Consequently, 80% of the business communication is task related. In 
the email world, the communication around one task is interspersed among hundreds of other messages, and 
it is challenging to get the complete context from them. On the other hand, most task related communication 
is typically not relevant once the task is done, but the communication around it just sits in the email box, 
cluttering other work.

Kommbox solves these problems by treating tasks separately from the discussions, while allowing them to 
be interconnected. It helps avoid any miscommunication around the due dates and who owns the action item 
by making them mandatory.

There is a lot of variety in the tasks that we use everyday, and Kommbox strives to support them well:
• Some tasks may become irrelevant beyond a specific time and have to be closed even when they are 

incomplete, whereas some other tasks may allow for delayed completion.
• Some tasks may be abandoned and closed even when they are not completed.

The design of Kommbox ensures that everyone in the group has visibility into how a task progresses, not just
the assigner and assignees.

5.5. Ease of AdoptionEase of Adoption
Many times, the effort to implement a communication tool does not succeed only because people are used to 
doing things in certain way, and it is difficult to change. Especially when you have a whole team or a whole 
organization to change their work habits, it creates the need of a big Change Management effort in the 
organization. Many organizations are afraid to touch it because of this reason.

Kommbox does not impose a new model of work on the teams upfront. The users can stay with email as 
before for as long as they want. They get email notification for Kommbox updates and can interact with 
Kommbox by sending an email right from their mailbox. Gradually, as they see more value out of logging 
into Kommbox and start doing so, they will not need all those email notifications and they can switch those 
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off. This gives everyone the freedom to embrace the better communication system at their own pace.

6.6. Going Easy on EmailGoing Easy on Email
While Kommbox gives a better model of organizing the business communications, it also turns back and 
integrates with email. It also tries to become a good citizen of the email world, by giving its users the ability 
to control which email notifications they receive in their email inbox.

Further, Kommbox does its bit to control email spam.
1. Email spam happens because spamsters get access to forwarded messages containing email ids. 

Kommbox email notifications go with the recipients in the blind copy (Bcc), so they are not visible 
to one another, and hence there is no risk of email ids getting leaked through that.

2. In fact, there is no way a Kommbox user sees the email id of another user (unless one is Kommbox 
admin). This means that you may be interacting on Kommbox, but still not have one another's email 
id, so the unwanted email communication is kept out.

3. How much email notification one receives from Kommbox is configurable. (This point is already 
covered previously.)

4. Kommbox's own email id receives emails from Kommbox users and processes them for potential 
task or discussion update. It straightaway rejects all other email.

7.7. Catering to Various Enterprise NeedsCatering to Various Enterprise Needs
Kommbox is in sharp contrast with many other tools which focus on solving a single communication 
problem well. Kommbox supports many different use scenarios in internal as well as external 
communication.
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Area Expectation How Kommbox Addresses It

Social intranet / 
Enterprise 2.0 / Intranet 
2.0 / Employee 
collaboration

Applying Web 2.0 principles within an 
enterprise to foster collaboration among 
the employees.

(1) All employees are automatically assigned 
to an internally shared kommbox
(2) They converse on various topics within that
(3) A “Thank you” received gives instant 
gratification

Project Management 
through collaboration

Manage communication around projects, 
keep track of tasks and timelines, Restrict 
user accesses

(1) Creating kommboxes for different projects
(2) Coarse-grained access control
(3) Discussion and Task management within 
kommboxes

Knowledge Management Creating and growing a searchable 
knowledge repository for the enterprise

(1) A kommbox is the knowledge repository
(2) Easy to navigate and search

Document Management / 
Digital Asset 
Management

Managing knowledge in terms of neatly 
versioned and tagged documents

(1) Documents as attachments – latest appears 
on top
(2) Message text acts as the comment

Ticketing Servicing customers by solving tickets 
raised by them

(1) Customers creates task and team gets 
notified
(2) Team updates a task and customer gets 
notified.

Personal productivity Useful view of tasks in one's plate 'My Tasks' view brings together all work items 
for the logged in user.

Business Intelligence Mining the usage data to extract key 
information, used for decision support

(1) Kommbox insights about how work 
happens, busiest user / busiest kommbox
(2) My Kommboxes view gives overall picture

Having a single tool handle many different concerns works best from the perspective of an organization. The 
alternative is to have many different specialized tools, in which case integration issues will come up.

The reason email is ubiquitous is because of its flexibility. People use email in many different ways. On the 
same lines, Kommbox is designed to be a flexible system which can be used in many different ways 
according to the ways of working of the organization.

8.8. Ease of UseEase of Use
Kommbox is, and will always be, easy to use. Anyone who can use Facebook is able to use Kommbox. 
While handling various use scenarios as mentioned above, Kommbox gives the users a simple-looking and 
consistent interface. Any feature we add goes through a check as to whether it would make Kommbox more 
complex for users to understand. If it would, then we leave it out.

There is another angle to the ease of use, that is, Kommbox would not increase the user's work beyond 
absolutely necessary. For example, consider the feature of tagging, which basically requires users to tag 
messages. It is not included in Kommbox because it needs all or most of the users to keep doing it, and that 
becomes challenging to implement within an organization. For Kommbox, whatever work users were doing 
before Kommbox (composing and sending messages / creating and updating task requests) is good enough. 
Kommbox would derive statistics or issue indicators (indicating whether the task is getting late or burning 
high effort) on its own. In fact, it tries to save users' time, as many times the weekly digest sent out by 
Kommbox suffices as the weekly report, so that users do not need to compose another one.
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9.9. VisibilityVisibility
Kommbox strives to deliver tremendous visibility into the communications of one's organization. “Read less,
Know more” is deeply ingrained principle of Kommbox. It is achieved through a combination of several 
factors:

1. Colors: The universally understood Red-Yellow-Green signal colors are used to flag messages. A red
or yellow color attracts one's eye and hence important concerns automatically stand out.

2. Views: Kommbox features a set of highly useful views. They give quick and precise answers to the 
everyday questions asked in organizations:
1. Which are the tasks waiting on me? When are they due?
2. What is the progress on the tasks that I assigned to others?
3. What communication happened (sorted context-wise) during a specific period?
4. Which of the kommboxes are active? Are there any concerns flagged?

3. Charts: Release 2 has added quite a few charts which give a visual understanding of the contribution
of individual users and the work happening on tasks within kommboxes.

A formidable challenge in the email world is the high amount of email traffic received by some people in the 
organization. Recipients of the email deluge experience a severe drop in productivity. They are literally at the
receiving end. The solution to this problem would emerge out of the understanding of why they receive so 
much email. However, getting this understanding itself is very challenging in the email world.

The visibility into communication one gets in Kommbox makes it easy to analyse. You can see who is the 
busiest person in your organization (receives most Kommbox updates), and you can also see graphically 
which kommbox is responsible for how much traffic. Based on this understanding, a business will be able to 
decide whether the person can be relieved of some of the kommboxes that one is assigned to, so as to reduce 
the traffic and get better productivity from them.

10.10. IntegrationIntegration
Kommbox will provide smooth integration with other tools. It already has a two way integration built-in for 
the email channel, as we discussed above. This support is not specific to any particular email vendor; and 
works horizontally across various email services. It also supports sending sms notifications (optional).

It is on the cards to do other integrations. The work is underway to build a generic mechanism, which will 
make it easy to add support to other channels/ services.

Apart from the web browser based interface, presently one can work with Kommbox from one's email client.
An mobile app is being beta tested, It will increase the convenience of the mobile users. The vision is to 
expand these number of channels through which people may interact with Kommbox, so that they can work 
with their favourite toolset and still derive the benefits of Kommbox.

11.11. Privacy & SecurityPrivacy & Security
Kommbox cares for the security and privacy needs of business communication. Kommbox has checks that 
one cannot access the data of another account, or even another kommbox to which they do not have access. 
We have already seen that Kommbox keeps your email id private, and this is a privacy measure as well.

Here are the security measures Kommbox takes:
1. Hosting with a secure web host
2. Encrypting user passwords
3. Adding security measures to deal with common attacks such as sql injection, cookie theft
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4. SSL for the communication to be safe while in transit (This is a paid feature, however the login 
credentials travel over SSL even for free accounts).

5. In the “remember me” option when Kommbox uses cookies, the user is alerted that a login from 
another device has happened (a possible security breach using cookie theft), and prompted to force 
re-login with password next time.

6. Allowing admin to configure the account that email notifications contain only the unique link of the 
message / task but not the content. Email is inherently unsafe. Therefore, for security-conscious 
organizations, eliminating the possibility of information leaking through email is a good idea.

12.12. AffordabilityAffordability
Kommbox is an affordable offering, so that a large number of companies will be able to use it.

In September 2015, we started offering unlimited number of users in our free plan. (It comes with a 
whooping 500 user limit, which can be increased upon request.) The core of Kommbox is always planned to 
be made available for zero or low cost, while premium features / offerings would get added.
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